Greetings to Everyone!
After another wonderful and busy season, this fall has gone very well.
The weather certainly had it’s up and down this summer, blessing us with a little bit of
everything. This fall has been cooler than last year however, we still managed to get everything
done in regards to shutting the resort down and yard work done.
The wind blew so hard for days, it brought down all the leaves in a timely manner!
Cabins # 3 & 4 are completely hauled away and the yard straightened out in their locations,
now just to figure out what we are going to do in that spot! Right now it just looks like a nice
wide open space and Cabin #5 has a great front yard! Cabins # 8 & 9 now have a 2nd refrigerator
in the porches to help you out with your cooling capacities.
Cabin #19 is the last 3-bedroom cabin, that only has 1 refrigerator.
A number of our cabins had new furniture this year including some recliners and couches.
The lodge remodeling and the deck was a huge hit and a much needed and appreciated
improvement by all! However, with that said I believe this year that we are just going to coast
a bit on updates around the lodge and instead focus on some behind the scenes
maintenance of the over-all resort.
As Bill says, he’s been here so long, he is now replacing items he installed years ago!
We are replacing our older pontoon with another new Bennington pontoon for next year.
Wishbone Resort will also be getting a new website, one which can be viewed correctly
on phones and devices. While “I” love the old site, a newer style website will be easier for me
to maintain an update and hopefully it will be easier for everyone else also! I am sure this will
be a WORK in progress for a while until I get it 100% right as there is always a learning curve!
As of right now I did the update the website with the correct dates and prices but it is
possible I missed a few of the locations with the correct information, which is the result of my
old computer crashing on me five times before I got that much done! (insert frustrated face)LOL
This year for our Whopper Board and the biggest Fish reported to us,
along with bragging honors go out to…
Mini Whoppers Children:
Walleye 23” - Marriah S. from Marshalltown Iowa
Large mouth bass 18.5” - Lexi H. from Central city Iowa
Crappie 13.75” - Sophia D. from Austin Minnesota
Northern 35” - Trent M. from Lakeville Minnesota
Big Whoppers Adults:
Walleye 28.5” - Ken K. - Waconia Minnesota
Large mouth bass 15” - Bard H. from Clifton Illinois
Crappie 14” - Al K. from Prior Lake Minnesota
Northern 40” - Chuck R. from Maple plane Minnesota
Perch 13” – JD from Pulaski Wisconsin
Congratulations to all of you and to everyone that practices “Catch and Release” on those big
beautiful fish!

We would also like to mention and remind you, that ALL deposits are DUE by the
beginning of the year, if your deposit is NOT received by the end of January, your name will be
removed from the reservation book.
Lois will be sending out Deposit Due Notices the end of November.
Please everyone let’s make this easier for Lois, Thank you for understanding!

Everyone have a great year! We hope to see you next year!
Until then stay happy, stay safe and stay healthy!
The Millers and Wishbone staff!

